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HOME SHOWCASE

don’t know if I ever told Bob, but we 
knew he was going to build our lake 
home 20 years ago.” This is what lake 
home owner Ray Kotchian had to say 
about Bob Kochmann, of Kochmann 
Brothers Homes. Having seen various 

examples of Kochmann Brothers’ work 
around the area, and talking with them 
at home trade shows in Fargo, Kotchian 
says he just knew he was going to build 
with them eventually. “We’d talk to the 
Kochmann guys at the tradeshows every 
year or so. They weren’t pushy, but you 
could tell they were organized. They stood 
out without being flashy.”

Standing out, without being flashy — 
that’s what Kotchian wanted in his new 
lake house. “We weren’t looking for a big 
showpiece for everyone to look at. We 
wanted functionality first, while still being 
attractive.” Tony Stoll of BHH Partners, 
the architect who designed Kotchian’s 

 Homeowner Ray Kotchian loves to cook 
and especially loves to entertain his large 
family when they visit at the lake. This 
beautiful sitting area is protected from the 
wind and offers a comfortable location for 
morning coffee or lunch. The adjacent 
barrel-vaulted entrance houses an outdoor 
kitchen including a grill and smoker. Barrel 
vaulted soffit ceiling by Quality Edge in Light 
Cherry: Lemke Home Improvements.

A Lake Home Story
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 Plenty of space for prep, counter seating, cabinet storage 
and amenities such as a steam oven, an extra regular oven 
and a generous gas range make the kitchen an ideal place to 
gather and help with entertaining.

 Beautiful natural light streams in through the kitchen 
windows, lighting this gathering space. Rich, brown cabinetry 
adds a warm cabin-like feel to this otherwise sophisticated 
area for cooking and eating. 

home, was the right designer for just that. 
Kotchian says that while he’s been through 
home-building processes a few times prior, 
none were quite as complex as his next plan. 
Even so, he describes the process of designing 
and building  the lake home as one was the 
smoothest and most enjoyable processes he’s 
been through. 

“Kochmann was absolutely the most 
seamless deal I’ve worked with,” says Kotchian. 
“They do fine workmanship and have fine sub-
contractors. And I never showed up when Bob 
himself wasn’t there, often working hands-on.” 
He also worked with Darrick Guthmiller of 

Kochmann Brothers. “He was very organized 
and detailed,” says Kotchian. “No matter how 
hard you try there are going to be change 
orders. He worked so hard and communicated 
so wonderfully.”

Guthmiller describes their process as 
being very “all hands on deck.” He recalls 
an early blizzard occurring in November just 
as they were starting on the foundation for 
Kotchian’s home. “The plumbers had just dug 
the trenches before the blizzard, so a bunch 
of us went out and helped dig the snow out of 
the trenches so things could get back on track.”

While Guthmiller was involved in all aspects 

of the build, what he loved most was watching 
the finer features take shape. “I’m into the 
details that go into a project. This home had 
many. Working with very detailed plans is 
one of our company’s strengths.” Minnesota 
seasons cause drastic temperature changes 
that can especially affect outside walls. In 
Kotchian’s lake home, Guthmiller used 
superior products, such as engineered studs 
for framing. “Walls move between winter 
and summer,” says Guthmiller. “As much 
as possible, we try to use superior framing 
methods for any outdoor walls that are going 
to have cabinets or tile.” Guthmiller says his 

clients appreciate not having to worry about 
cracks appearing in the walls or tile. 

Because Kotchian wasn’t in any rush with 
the initial design or build, architect Tony Stoll 
urged him to take time with the design. “Tony 
told us that our ideas might change over time, 
and it didn’t hurt to take a step back once in 
a while. That was good advice,” says Kotchian. 

First and foremost, Kotchian knew what 
the main design focus of the home would 
be. “In a word, light,” he says. “I’ve lived in 
homes that didn’t have adequate natural 
light, and didn’t stay very long because of 
that.” Kotchian also loved the concept of the 

screened porch and Stoll’s design for this area 
was a step above. “Ray wanted a lakeside porch 
area that would be the main feature viewed 
from the lake,” says Stoll. “We incorporated 
a Phantom screen system into the porch so 
that Ray had flexible options for using the 
porch over the course of the year.” 

Kotchian agrees. “Our last place had a 
small screened-in deck. And we lived in that 
screened porch. We wanted the porch in this 
home to be large and really feel like a part 
of the house,” says Kotchian. “It’s got floor 
heat, so we can use it very comfortably from 
spring through fall.” 

Guthmiller 

describes their 

process as being 

very "all hands 

on deck."
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And while Kotchian loves cooking outdoors, one of the 
obstacles he’s experienced is wind while entertaining on 
the home’s lakeside. Stoll solved this by creating a covered 
porch on the home’s roadside that incorporates an outdoor 
kitchen and protected sitting area. “It really gives them 
options to shift their outdoor entertaining to either side 
of the home, depending on the weather,” says Stoll.

Something Kotchian comes by naturally is cooking. His 
father was a chef for Amtrak, and his mother worked in 
various kitchens throughout her career. Kotchian loves 
to cook for a big group, especially his eight children and 
their families. So it was important for the home’s kitchen 
to function and feel like the focal point of the house. With 
the help of interior designer Christina Mehl of Design 
Direction in Fargo, the kitchen fixtures and finishes were 
all selected to make this space remarkable. “Ray wanted 
to make sure the kitchen functioned well for him, so he 
added a steam oven, an extra regular oven and a generous 
gas range,” says Mehl. “This gave him plenty of space for 
cooking. We added a separate wine and beverage fridge 
for accessibility and ease of serving family and guests.”

 ABOVE: Kotchian wanted the living area 
to have a feel of separation from the rest 
of the open concept dining and kitchen 
spaces. A rustic stone fireplace from Home 
and Hearth Fireplaces provides an earthy, 
warm focal point around which to 
congregate and relax.

 OPPOSITE PAGE, TOP: A spacious master 
bathroom offers the homeowner a view of 
the lake through the bedroom. Warm 
sophisticated wood tones make this space 
relaxing and a perfect place to peacefully 
get ready for the day or wind down before 
bed. 

 OPPOSITE PAGE, BOTTOM: TThe home-
owner wanted a custom steam shower. 
“We kept the tile light and airy with 
accents to give the shower an open 
feeling,” says Christina Mehl of Design 
Direction. “We also added a bench for 
relaxing while steaming.” 

 Kotchian recalls getting the beautiful handmade red oak dining table in place with the help of 
family and friends. Kotchian says his family’s big gatherings made the table a perfect part of the 
house. The incredible craftsmanship of the table was the work of Kotchian’s friend, who does this 
remarkable professional-quality work as a hobby.
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Mehl also wanted the less visible areas of 
the house to maintain that same level of form 
and function, including the master bathroom. 
On the must-have list was a steam shower, 
and Mehl designed a luxurious space for this. 
“We kept the tile light and airy with accents 
to give the shower an open feeling,” she says. 
“We also added a bench for relaxing while 
steaming.”

Beautiful and high-quality wood cabinetry, 
trim and accents are one of the biggest 
cohesive design elements. Mehl is especially 
pleased with the custom wood ceiling and 
beams, and the barn door that conceals the 
combination pantry and storm shelter. The 
Dutch door in the combination laundry and 
mudroom is an ingenious way to contain the 
family dogs yet not close them off completely 
from the household.

“It felt like a home right away,” Kotchian 
says about the completion of the build and 
when the furniture was put in place. He says 
there’s a different feeling being at the lake 
compared to his everyday home life. “When 
we arrived here today from being in Fargo, 
we sat down and said, isn’t it funny how you 
feel different when you get here? All those 
worries and cares you have when you’re in 
town, they seem to disappear. That’s good 
stuff.”

DESIGN   
Tony Stoll, bhh Partners, Perham

BUILD  
Kochmann Brothers Homes, Fargo

Lemke Home Improvements, Exteriors 
Camrud Foss Concrete 
Crane Johnson Lumber 
Livewire Electrical  
Home Heating and Plumbing  
Comfort Masters LLC 
Star Masonry  
Crider Specialties, Carpentry, Finisher 
Minnesota Screens

Phyllis and Sheldon Poss
POSS WOODWORKS & DESIGN, OWNERS

 TOP: This amazing view from the roadside of the home shows a joining of form and 
function. The beautiful home was designed by Tony Stoll of BHH Partners as architect. 
“We knew it was going to be functional while still attractive,” Kotchian says. Horizontal 
lap siding, vinyl shakes in gables, soffit and fascia: Lemke Home Improvements.

 ABOVE: “The screened porch is my favorite room,” says Darrick Guthmiller of Kochmann 
Brothers. “We had to do a lot of framing and electrical work to keep the retractable 
screens hidden from view.” Guthmiller says the two rollers, one a screen and the other a 
clear poly, allow Kotchian to enjoy an abundance of outdoor light, even if they pull down 
the more substantial of the two screens to block out the elements. And floor heat keeps the 
room cozy from spring through fall.

Tony Stoll, AIA
PRINCIPAL ARCHITECT,  
bhh PARTNERS
PLANNERS/ARCHITECTS

Christina Mehl
DESIGN DIRECTION,  
INTERIOR DESIGN

 The barre-vaulted ceiling in 
the outdoor front entrance 
area is a beautiful and 
function space for cooking 
outdoors but out of the 
elements. Barrel vaulted soffit 
ceiling, Quality Edge product 
in Light Cherry: Lemke Home 
Improvements.

CONTRIBUTORS

 A large, eye-catching screened-in porch and outdoor seating area face the lake. 
These areas are where Kotchian and his family spend most of their time. “All the 
windows in the porch operate independently, so, depending on which direction the 
wind blows, we can open or close the windows,” Kotchian says.

Darrick Guthmiller
PRESIDENT
KOCHMANN BROTHERS HOMES
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